INTRODUCTION:-

DHIIRAATI NAKSATRA NITE 2011

The Meaning of the name

DHIIRAATI-Talent
NAKSATRA-Star

*The translation of the meaning is from English to Sanskrit Language.

Theme of The Activity

Awaken Culture Within — Indian culture is rich and diverse and as a result unique in its very own way. Our manners, way of communicating with one another, etc are one of the important components of our culture. Even though we have accepted modern means of living, improved our lifestyle, our values and beliefs still remain unchanged. A person can change his way of clothing, way of eating and living but the rich values in a person always remains unchanged because they are deeply rooted within our hearts, mind, body and soul which we receive from our culture.

Concept

Back to Village Style-To perform in village style. It could be in costume, dance and music.

Objectives

- To promote the distinctiveness and richness of the Indian culture.
- To introduce the Indian culture to the students.
- Giving chances to IPTA & IPTS students to expose their talent in performing any Indian performance.
- To enhance the relationship and strengthen the teamwork ability within UTAR ICLS and other universities.
- Raise fund for selected unfortunate families.

Charity

As in for charity would like to donate a part of the donation money to 5 selected unfortunate families for their expenses and their children education. The families will be selected through survey and research from Jabatan Kebajikan Malaysia.

Pertubahan Artis-Artis India Malaysia

-It is a nonprofit organization formed by Malaysia Indian Artist.
Date          : 19\textsuperscript{th} November 2011
Day           : Saturday
Time          : 6.00pm-11.00pm
Venue         : Dewan Sekolah Sri Sedaya SS13, Subang Jaya

Theme         : Awaken Culture Within
Concept       : Rhythm of Village
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INTRA-VARSITY INDIAN DANCE & SINGING COMPETITION

Venue: Dewan Sekolah Sri Sedaya, SS13 Subang Jaya
Date: 19th November 2011
Time: 6.00pm till 11.00pm

For Ticketing and Further Info
RARAVIN: 0162439903
POOBALAN: 0146028259

UTAR
PAAM
UTAR ICGB